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Abstract: Orchard target-oriented fertilizing with on-board sensor technology can improve fertilizer efficiency and reduce 
environmental pollution.  Photoelectric sensors are widely used for object detection because of their low cost and fast response 
time.  This paper presents a Wolfberry tree dual-model detection method and the design of an orchard target-oriented 
variable-rate fertilization system based on photoelectric sensors.  The dual-model detection method includes the Trunk 
Detection Model (TDM) and Canopy Detection Model (CDM), which can be applied for Wolfberry orchards at the green 
cluster and mature stages, respectively.  A target-oriented fertilization system was designed using the dual-model method, and 
tested in the lab and Chinese Wolfberry orchard.  The laboratory test results showed that the average center offset distances on 
the condition of detecting trunks, continuous canopies, and discontinuous canopies were 4.1 cm, 9.1 cm and 13.1 cm, 
respectively.  The system could ignore the signals from canes when their diameters were less than 16 mm, and also could 
determine the gaps within a tree when they were less than 21 cm.  The orchard test results showed that the system 
accomplished target-oriented fertilization 95 times for 92 trees at the mature stage.  The results indicated that the dual-model 
detection method could be used for Wolfberry trees or other trees with similar canopy changes at different growth stages. 
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1  Introduction  

Variable Rate Fertilization (VRF), with the advantages of 
precise fertilizer rates and accurate fertilizing position, can increase 
fertilizer utilization and save costs[1-3].  There are two main VRF 
systems: prescription map-based and real-time sensor-based[4-10].  
The former system, which divides a crop field into small grids and 
applies fertilizer depending on the prescription map, has a 
widespread use for crop field fertilization[11-14].  In the latter 
system, the data from the sensor are collected, processed, and 
interpreted by an on–board computer in real-time to guide 
fertilization.  In an orchard, fruit trees are discontinuously planted 
and different from each other in trunk location and canopy size.  
Sensor-based VRF systems are widely applied in orchards.  
Schumann introduced a VRF method using sensors to obtain citrus 
canopy information[15].  This method made the fertilization 
accurate by considering the differences among individual citrus 
trees.  In order to acquire the geometrical characterization of 
orchard trees to guide the fertilization, many on-board sensors were 
investigated.  The sensors mainly included digital photographs[16-18], 
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ultrasonic sensors[19-23], photoelectric sensors[24,25], and LIDAR 
sensors[26-30].  Digital photograph technology estimates tree 
characteristics with low cost digital cameras, but requires specific 
lighting conditions.  Ultrasonic sensors are more robust and 
typically at a lower price point than digital cameras.  Due to the 
ultrasonic beam angle, there will be a lower level of accuracy when 
detecting targets with uneven profiles.  LIDAR sensors can 
generate 3D digitalized images of fruit trees with high precision, 
but the system requires high storage capacity and longer processing 
time.  Photoelectric sensors have the advantages of quick response, 
higher precision and low prices.  It can detect a little orchard 
target, whose diameter could be as small as 15.7 mm[31].  These 
features benefit the fruit tree detection when the fruit tree has a thin 
shape at the green cluster stage and a luxuriant canopy at the 
mature stage in a growing season.  The low price advantage of the 
sensors reduces the cost of the VRF system and raises its 
competitiveness in application in agriculture.   

Over 2.6 million hm2 of Wolfberry trees are planted in Qinghai 
Province of China.  Wolfberry trees are a deciduous woody plant 
belonging to the genus Lycium. Their canopies change much 
during different growth stages, which makes it more difficult to 
detect.   

The objective of this paper is to investigate a dual-model 
method for Wolfberry tree detection at different growth stages and 
design an orchard target-oriented variable-rate fertilization system 
based on photoelectric sensors.   

2  Materials and methods  

2.1  Wolfberry orchard 
The Chinese Wolfberry tree needs fertilization at its two 

important stages: the green cluster stage and mature stage.  At the 
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green cluster stage, the Chinese Wolfberry tree canopy has a few 
leaves with branches scattered, and the tree trunk can be clearly 
seen.  At the half height of the trunk, there are no or few 
low-hanging canes with diameters much smaller than that of the 
tree trunk (Figure 1a).  However, at the mature stage, the tree 
canopy is filled with leaves and fruits, and the trunk is covered by 
many long low-hanging canes with thick leaves (Figure 1b).  
When fertilizing, a certain amount of fertilization needs to be put 
under ground near each trunk. 

 
a. Chinese Wolfberry tree at its green 

cluster stage 
b. Chinese Wolfberry tree at its 

mature stage 
 

Figure 1  Chinese Wolfberry orchard 
 

2.2  Dual-model Wolfberry tree detection method 
The Chinese Wolfberry tree characteristic is different at each 

growth stage.  At the green cluster stage, it is hard to distinguish 
trees by detecting the canopies with only a few scattered branches.  
While at the mature stage, the low-hanging canes make it difficult 
to correctly detect the trunks.  Zhai et al.[24] presented a Wolfberry 
orchard fertilizer control system, which could detect tree trunks in 
real-time for target-oriented fertilization based on photoelectric 
sensors (Figure 2).  The results showed that the system could 
correctly detect and drop fertilizer to 97 Wolfberry trees out of 100 
for trees in the early green cluster stage.  However, the system 
cannot be used in Wolfberry orchards at the mature stage when the 
trunks are covered by low-hanging canes and leaves.  

 
Figure 2  Target-oriented fertilization by detecting tree trunks 

based on photoelectric sensors 
 

A dual-model detection method based on photoelectric sensors 
was proposed, which had two function models: the Trunk Detection 
Model (TDM) for Chinese Wolfberry tree at the green cluster stage, 
and the Canopy Detection Model (CDM) used at the mature stage.  
According to the local agronomic requirements, the difference 
distance value between the center point of fertilization location and 
the center point of the tree should be arrange from –20 cm to 20 cm.  

In the TDM, a photoelectric sensor was adjusted to the half average 
height (about 20 cm above the ground) of the tree trunks (Figure 
3a).  When the fertilizer applicator passed by a tree, the trunk or 
the small low-hanging canes would trigger the photoelectric sensor.  
The controller of the fertilization system analyzed the data from the 
sensor, discarded the information from the small low-hanging canes, 
and identified the location of the trunk.  According to the 
investigation on May 22, 2015 at the Haixi district of Qinghai 
Province, the trunk diameters of wolfberry trees were more than  
25 mm with an average of 29 mm.  And on August 13, 2015 at the 
Hainan district of Qinghai Province, the trunk diameters of 
wolfberry trees were more than 26 mm with an average of 28.3 mm.  
The diameter of low-hanging cane was less than 10 mm.  So the 
trunk width threshold was set as 20 mm, which is close to the 
middle of the range of 10-25 mm, and is the only integer number if 
the unit is cm.  Any object with a width larger than the threshold 
would only be determined to be a tree trunk.   

In the CDM, two or three photoelectric sensors were placed at 
different heights toward tree canopies (Figure 3b).  The threshold 
of the gap distance between the gap in one tree and the gap in two 
adjacent trees was 22 cm according to the investigation on 
standardized wolfberry orchard that the maximum gap in a tree is 
20 cm.  If the length of a gap was less than the threshold, the gap 
would be determined to be within a tree.  Otherwise, it would be 
determined to be between two adjacent trees.  If there was no 
overlap between adjacent canopies, the tree would be separated by 
the gap between two adjacent trees.  If the adjacent canopies 
overlapped, the tree would be separated according to the average 
tree width which was set on the controller. 

 
a. Trunk detection model 

 
b. Canopy detection model 

Figure 3  Dual-model Wolfberry tree detection method 
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2.3  Control system design 
2.3.1  Overall design of the control system 

An orchard variable-rate fertilization system was designed 
based on the dual-model tree detection method, which mainly 
included a controller, a target detection system, a fertilizer feeder, a 
fertilizer dropping sensor, and a speed sensor (Figure 4).  In the 
TDM, the system only used one sensor in each side.  In the CDM, 
the system used 1-3 sensor(s) on each side.  The photoelectric 
sensor(s) was/were vertically mounted on a fertilizer applicator to 
detect trees.  The photoelectric sensors were set at the both side of 
the vehicle and worked at the same time.  Those sensors in one 
side provided the detection signal for fertilization decision for the 

same side.  The fertilizer feeder had six fertilizer flute wheels with 
a central angle of 60° and a volume of 200 mL.  A 60° Geneva 
mechanism was used in the transmission system of the fertilizer 
feeder.  Each flute wheel would revolve 60° when the motor made 
a rotation of 360° (detailed structure information refers to Zhai et 
al.[24]).  The fertilizer dropping sensor was set in the outlet of the 
fertilizer ejector to detect the fertilizer dropping.  The speed 
sensor detected the bolts of the ground wheel to get applicator 
speed.  The controller could read the Fertilizer-Volume setting and 
Tree-Width setting, deal with speed signals and target signals to 
locate the center of a tree, drive the motor to eject fertilizer, and send 
out alarm signals if the fertilizer was dropping in an incorrect way.  

 
Figure 4  Overall design of the control system 

 

2.3.2  Design of the controller 
A controller was designed based on a Micro Controller Unit 

(MCU) of STC12C5A60S2, which could process fertilizing 
decisions for both left and right sides at the same time (Figure 5).  
Two potentiometer knobs with six distinct positions were set in the 
operation interface of the controller.  One of them named 
“Fertilizer-Volume knob” was used to set the amount of the 
fertilizer needed per tree.  The amount ranged from 0.4-1.0 kg/tree.  
The fertilizer bulk density was approximately 1 g/cm3.  The six 
distinct positions of the Fertilizer-Volume knob represented 0-  
1000 cm3 granule fertilizer with an increment of 200 cm3.  The 
other one named “Tree-Width knob” was to set the average width 
of tree canopies.  The Tree-width value ranged at 0.3-1.5 m.  The 
six distinct positions of the Tree-Width knob represented 0-1.5 m 
with an increment of 0.3 m.  The settings of the potentiometer 

knobs were converted into voltage signals using a voltage division 
circuit, and then sent to the built-in high speed A/D converter of the 
MCU.  The controller was powered by a vehicle power supply 
(DC 12V).  The nominal voltage of the MCU was 3.5-5.5 V.  A 
buck converter was designed to convert the DC 12V to the DC 5V 
for the MCU.  The sensor system consisted of 2-6 target detection 
sensors (photoelectric sensor, FKB30E23NPK, Beijing Beijialai 
Industrial Control Technology & Trade Center, Beijing), a speed 
sensor (approach switch sensor, E2E-X10ME1-Z, Omron, Japan), 
and two self-designed fertilizer dropping sensors (24).  The target 
detection sensor and speed sensor were powered by DC 12V, and 
output a 12V pulse signal.  The fertilizer dropping sensor was 
powered by DC 5V, and output a 5 V pulse signal.  The signal(s) 
of the 1-3 sensor(s) was (were) inputted into an OR-logic gate 
circuit to generate a final output signal.  If none of the sensor(s) 

 
Figure 5  Schematic diagram of the hardware of the controller 
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detects a tree, the OR-logic gate circuit would output a signal of 
“No Trees”.  Otherwise, the circuit would output a “Have a Tree” 
signal.  Two DC motors and two alarms were controlled by the 
MCU using a motor driver and two relays, respectively.  The 
signal of all the sensors and the motors was insulated from the 
signal of the MCU by optical couplers.  On the console panel of 
the controller, there were a Fertilizer-Volume knob, a Tree-Width 
knob, two left and right alarm lights, a set of fuse and holder, and a 
power switch.  If the Tree-Width setting was 0, the controller 
would work in the TDM model.  Otherwise, the controller would 
be in the CDM model. 
2.3.3  Controller software design 

A dual-model program based on the dual-model detection 
method was designed (Figure 6).  The system started and was 
initialized after the controller was powered on.  The system 
received speed signal from the speed sensor and calculated the 
ground speed using the following equation. 

0

πdv =
Nt

0                      (1) 

where, v is the ground speed, m/s; d0 is the diameter of the ground 
wheel, m; N is the number of the bolts on the ground wheel; and t0 
is the time between two adjacent sensor pulses, s.  The program 
read the settings of the Fertilizer-Volume and Tree-Width.  After 
acquiring the Tree-Width setting, the dual-model system would 
determine which model should be executed.  If the value of the 
Tree-Width equaled zero, the system would choose the TDM model, 
otherwise, it would choose the CDM model.  In the TDM, the 
system waited until the target was detected.  The width of a target 
would be calculated as follows. 

1D = v t×                      (2) 

where, D is the diameter of the target, m; t1 is the time of target 
detection, s.  As mentioned in the section 2.1, the diameter of a 
cane was always much smaller than the diameter of a trunk.  The 
program determined the detection target to be a cane or trunk 
according to the value of D.  If it was a cane, the system would 
ignore the signal.  If it was a trunk, the system would analyze the 
trunk location and after a certain time, t2, start ejecting fertilizer.  
After t3, the system would stop ejecting fertilizer.  The time t2 and 
t3 were calculated as follows. 

0
2 4

lt = t
v

−                   (3) 

3 2 5t = t t+                   (4) 

where, l0 is the horizontal distance between the photoelectric sensor 
and the furrower, m; which is 1 m in this paper; t4 is the time 
needed for the fertilizer to drop from the exit of the feeder to the 
ground, s; which is 1 s in this paper; t5 is the fertilizer ejection time.   

In the CDM model, the system set the canopy start flag to be 
true after it detected a target.  When a gap occurred, the system 
calculated the width of the gap using the following equation. 

0
πC = n
N
d0                    (5) 

where, C is the width of a gap or a canopy, in m; n0 is the count of 
the speed sensor pules during a gap or a canopy.   

If it was the gap between two adjacent trees, the canopy end 
flag would be set true.  Otherwise, the canopy width would be 
calculated using Equation (5).  When the canopy width was 
greater than the Tree-Width setting, the canopy end flag would be 
set true.  Then, the system analyzed the center of the canopy and 
cleared the canopy start and end flags.  The distance between the 

center of the canopy and the furrower, l1, was calculated as follows. 

2
1 0 2

ll = l −                     (6) 

where, l2 is the Tree-Width setting, in m.  In the CDM, the 
fertilizer ejection start time, t2, was calculated as follows. 

1
2 4

lt = t
v

−                     (7) 

The calculation of the fertilizer ejection stop time, t3, in the 
CDM is the same as that in the TDM.  During fertilizer ejecting, 
the system monitored the fertilizer dropping.  If the fertilizer was 
not dropping correctly, the system would alarm.  The system 
continuously ran until it was stopped by the user. 

 
Figure 6  Flow chart of the controller software 

 

2.4  Experimental platform 
To simulate orchard target-oriented fertilization, an 

experimental platform was designed (Figure 7).  An experiment 
cart was built, which consisted of an aluminum rectangular frame 
with a size of 1.3 m×0.68 m×0.88 m, and four wheels with a 
diameter of 0.25 m.  Two steering wheels were installed at the rear, 
while the other two fixed-direction wheels were installed at the 
front.  At a front wheel, a proximity switch sensor (speed sensor) 
was installed faced to the bolts mounted at the hub of the wheel.  
The bolts would trigger the sensor when the wheel was rolling.  
The travel speed could be calculated according to the signal of the 
proximity switch sensor.  A fertilizer feeder was installed under a 
fertilizer box.  A battery (DC 12V) and a controller was placed in 
the platform.  Photoelectric sensors (target detection sensors) were 
installed on a fixed bar parallel to the ground at the front of the 
frame.  The sensor could be moved in both horizontal and vertical 
directions manually.  Each experiment target consisted of a 
rectangle board and a PVC tube to simulate the canopy and the 
trunk of a tree.   
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When tests were conducted, the controller obtained the settings 
of the Tree-Width and Fertilizer-Volume per tree, the speed signal 
from the proximity switch sensor, and the tree target information 
from the photoelectric sensors.  The controller then powered the 
fertilizer feeder to eject a certain amount of fertilizer.   

 
Figure 7  Experimental platform for laboratory tests 

 

2.5  Laboratory experiment for TDM of the dual-model 
detection method 
2.5.1  Test for distinguishing trunks from low-hanging canes  

The ability of the controller to distinguish tree trunks from 
low-hanging canes was tested using the experimental platform.  
The diameters of Wolfberry tree trunks were always greater than  
25 mm, while the diameters of Wolfberry low-hanging canes were 
mostly less than 15 mm at the green cluster stage.  Seven PVC 
tubes with different diameters were used to simulate tree trunks and 
canes.  The diameters of the PVC tubes ranged at 5-40 mm with 
an increment of about 5 mm.  In each treatment, five PVC tubes 
with the same diameter were fixed on cement bases and uniformly 
placed in a line.  The spacing between two adjacent PVC tubes 
was 1.5 m.  The experimental cart was manually driven along the 
PVC tube line at about 0.5 m/s.  The actual speed was calculated 
by timing the cart using a stopwatch.  The distance from the 
photoelectric sensor to the PVC tube was about 1 m.  The 
detection results were recorded by checking the existence of the 
fertilizer near each PVC tube.   
2.5.2  TDM test with simulated trunks of the same diameter 

To simulate Wolfberry tree trunks, ten PVC tubes with a 
diameter of 32 mm were used (Figure 8).  Similar to the test in the 
section 2.5.1, the PVC tubes were uniformly placed in a line.  The 
spacing between two adjacent PVC tubes was 1.5 m.  The 
Fertilizer-Volume variable of the controller was set as 600 cm3 per 
tree, while the Tree-Width was set as 0 to make the controller work 
in the TDM model.  The bulk density of the granular fertilizer was 
1.06 g/cm3.  The experimental cart was manually driven along the 
simulated tree trunks at about 0.3 m/s.  The PVC tube was 
approximately 1 m from the sensor.  The system controller 
detected the targets and controlled the fertilizer feeder to drop a 
certain amount of fertilizer near each simulated tree trunk.  Then, 
the length (L1) and the offset (L2) of the fertilizer for each target 
were manually measured using a tape measure.  The fertilizer for 
each target was collected and weighed using an electronic scale 
with accuracy of 1 g (LQ, 0-30 kg).   
2.6  Laboratory experiment for CDM of the dual-model 
detection method  
2.6.1  Canopy gap detection test 

The test of the canopy gap detection was conducted in the lab.  
Simulated targets were placed in a row with different distances (L3) 
to simulate gaps within a tree and gaps between two adjacent trees 

(Figure 9).  According to the investigation, the gap within a 
Wolfberry tree was probably smaller than 20 cm, and the gap 
between two adjacent trees was probably greater than 24 cm.  The 
distance (L3) ranged at 15-25 cm with an increment of 1-2 cm.  At 
each distance, there were 3-5 repetitions.  Similarly, the 
experimental cart was manually driven along the simulated targets 
at about 0.3 m/s.  The distance between the sensor and the target 
was about 1 m.  If a gap was determined by the controller to be 
the gap between two adjacent trees, the fertilizer would be ejected 
near the gap.  Otherwise, there would be no fertilizer ejected.  
The detection results were recorded by checking the existence of 
the fertilizer near each gap.   

 
Note: L1 is the length of fertilizer; L2 is the center offset distance. 

 

Figure 8  TDM test with simulated trunks of the same diameter 
 

 
Note: L3 is the length of the Gap.  

Figure 9  Simulated gap within a tree or between two adjacent 
trees  

 

2.6.2  CDM test with simulated intermittent canopies  
Simulated intermittent tree canopies were used to test the 

controller in the Canopy Detection Model (CDM).  Canopies with 
different widths (L4) were made using rectangular plywood 
sheeting (Figure 10).  The widths of simulated canopies were 
divided into five groups in different experiments.  The five groups 
were 30-40 cm, 50-70 cm, 80-100 cm, 110-130 cm and 140-160 cm.  
The Tree-Width setting for the five groups were 30 cm, 60 cm,   
90 cm, 120 cm and 150 cm, respectively.  The center distance of 
two simulated intermittent trees was 2 m.  The CDM test with 
simulated intermittent canopies was conducted using the 
experimental platform at about 0.3 m/s.  The distance from the 
photoelectric sensor to the target was about 1 m (Figure 10).  The 
length of the fertilizer (L1) and the center offset distance (L2) were 
measured.  There were five repetitions in the test. 
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2.6.3  CDM test with simulated continuous canopies 
The Canopy Detection Model (CDM) of the controller was 

tested using simulated continuous tree canopies.  The continuous 
canopies were created by overlapping the rectangular plywood 
sheets on each simulated trees (Figure 11).  The setting of the 
Tree-Width knob was chosen as 30 cm, 60 cm, 90 cm, 120 cm, and 
150 cm, respectively.  The experimental cart was driven along the 
rectangular plywood targets at about 0.3 m/s.  The targets were 
about 1 m away from the photoelectric sensor.  At each 
Tree-Width setting, ten continuous canopies were tested.  Then, 
the center offset distance (L2), and the distance between the centers 
of adjacent piles of fertilizer (L5) were measured. 

 
Note: L4 is the width of canopy; L2 is the center offset distance. 
Figure 10  Simulated targets of intermittent canopies 

 

 
Note: L2 is the center offset distance; L5 is the distance between the centers of 
adjacent piles of fertilizer.  

Figure 11  Simulated targets of continuous canopies 
 

2.7  Field experiment 
The target-oriented fertilization system was mounted on a test 

vehicle (Figure 12).  A fatigue test was conducted before field 
tests.  The system continuously worked for 48 h with simulated 
speeds and targets input.  During the test the Fertilizer-Volume 
and Tree-Width settings were adjusted randomly.  Then the 
system was tested in a Chinese Wolfberry orchard in Qinghai 
Province, China.  The Wolfberry trees were early in mature 
growth stage with an average row width of 2.3 m, and tree spacing 
of 1.2 m.  Some of their canopies were overlapped, and some 
were intermittent.  The average tree canopy width was about   
1.0 m.  The Tree-Width and Fertilizer-Volume settings were 
selected as 0.9 m and 600 cm3 per tree.  A bag of granular 
fertilizer with a weight of 50 kg was put into the empty fertilizer 
box of the test vehicle.  The bulk density of the granular fertilizer 
was 0.97 g/cm3.  The vehicle with the target-oriented fertilization 
system was driven at about 0.4 m/s until all of the fertilizer in the 
box was applied on the orchard.  The average speed was manually 
timed using a stopwatch and calculated.  The total trees and 

fertilizer dropping events were counted.   

 
Figure 12  Field test in a Chinese Wolfberry orchard 

3  Results and discussion 

3.1  Test results of TDM with simulated trunks of the same 
diameter 
3.1.1  Test for distinguishing trunks from low-hanging canes  

The results of the test for distinguishing the tree trunks from 
the low-hanging canes showed that when the diameter of a target 
was smaller than 16 mm, the excess fertilization was all ignored.  
When the diameter was greater than 25 mm, the correct fertilization 
was all carried.  Otherwise, if the diameter was close to the 
threshold of 20 mm, the accuracy of judgement was 80% (Table 1).   

The data indicated that the controller could reliably distinguish 
Chinese Wolfberry trunks from low-hanging canes at the green 
cluster growth stage when the diameter of a trunk was greater than 
25 mm and the diameter of a low-hanging cane was smaller than  
16 mm.  If the diameters of the trunks and the gap of the canopies 
were exactly in the middle of the two thresholds, the system could 
identify one from any of the two thresholds.  For other Wolfberry 
trees, if the diameters of the canes and trunks were different from 
those of Chinese Wolfberry trees, the threshold could be adjusted as 
needed.   

 

Table 1  Test results for distinguishing tree trunks from 
low-hanging canes 

Diameter of 
target/mm 

Speed 
/m·s-1 

Number of fertilizer 
ejection 

Accuracy 
judgement/% 

5 0.46 0 100 

10 0.53 0 100 

16 0.46 0 100 

20 0.54 1 80 

25 0.48 5 100 

32 0.49 5 100 

40 0.48 5 100 
 

3.1.2  TDM test with simulated trunks of the same diameter 
Table 2 showed the results of the TDM test with simulated 

trunks of the same diameter.  The fertilizer volumes presented in 
the table were calculated according to the fertilizer weight and the 
fertilizer bulk density of 1.06 g/cm3

.  The average Relative Error 
(RE) of the fertilizer volume was 2.7%.  The maximum length of 
the fertilizer was 42 cm with an average of 39.4 cm, which could 
meet the requirement of L1 ≤50 cm.  The average offset distance in 
ten tests was 4.1 cm.  The results indicated that the target-oriented 
fertilization system exhibited high accuracy in fertilizer ejected 
volume and dropping location for upright targets.    
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Table 2  Test results of TDM with simulated trunks of the 
same diameter 

Test 
number 

Fertilizer 
weight/g 

Fertilizer 
volume/cm3 

RE of 
volume/% 

Fertilizer 
length/cm 

Center offset 
distance /cm

1 632 596.2 0.6 40 5 

2 616 581.1 3.1 38 6 

3 621 585.8 2.4 37 1 

4 611 576.4 3.9 40 3 

5 616 581.1 3.1 37 4 

6 614 579.2 3.5 38 1 

7 618 583.0 2.8 40 7 

8 623 587.7 2.0 42 3 

9 616 581.1 3.1 42 6 

10 624 588.7 1.9 40 5 

Mean 619.1 584.1 2.7 39.4 4.1 

Note: RE is the abbreviation of Relative Error, RE of volume = (600–Fertilizer 
volume)/600. 
 

3.2  Laboratory experiment results for the CDM of the 
dual-model detection method  
3.2.1  Canopy gap detection  

Table 3 shows that the system could avoid the excess 
fertilization when a gap was less than 21 cm.  The correct 
fertilization was carried when a gap greater than 24 cm.  When the 
width of the gap was 22 cm or 23 cm, which should be respectively 
determined as a gap within a tree and a gap between two adjacent 
trees, those judgements were not always correct.  The data 
indicated that the system could reliably distinguish a gap within a 
tree from that between two adjacent trees when a gap between two 
adjacent trees greater than 24 cm and a gap less than 21 cm, in the 
situation of the threshold of the gap distance was set to be 22 cm. 

 

Table 3  Test results of canopy gap detection 
Width of the 

gap/cm 
Numbers of fertilizer 

ejection 
Times of 
repetition 

The accuracy of gap 
judgement/% 

15 0 3 100 

16 0 3 100 

18 0 3 100 

20 0 3 100 

21 0 3 100 

22 3 5 40 

23 3 5 60 

24 3 3 100 

25 3 3 100 
 

 
3.2.2  CDM test with simulated intermittent canopies  

The results of the CDM test with simulated intermittent 
canopies at five different Tree-Width settings are shown in Figure 
13.  Figure 13a shows that L2 exhibited a wavy trend, and its 
troughs appeared when the tree canopy widths equaled the 
Tree-Width settings.  This trend indicates that reducing the 
interval of the Tree-Width settings could further improve the 
target-oriented accuracy.  The greatest average center offset 
distance was 21.3 cm and the average offset distance in all tests 
was 13.1 cm.  This data indicates that this system can meet the 
requirements that the offset distance ranges from -20 cm to 20 cm.  
The average relative value of the center offset distance was less 
than 33.3% when the width of the target was less than 50 cm.  
While the average relative value was less than 21% if the width 
was greater than 60 cm (Figure 13b).  The average length of the 
fertilizer at different experimental tree widths was less than    
39.7 cm (Figure 13c).  

 
a. The center offset distance at different width 

of targets 
b. The relative value of center offset distance at  

different width of targets 
c. The length of fertilizer at different width of 

targets 
 

Note: L1 is the length of fertilizer; L2 is the center offset distance. 
Figure 13  Results of the CDM test with simulated intermittent canopies in five setting values 

 

3.2.3  CDM test with simulated continuous canopies 
The results of the CDM test with simulated continuous 

canopies are shown in Figure 14.  The average of L2 was less than 
11.6 cm and the average offset distance in all tests was 9.1 cm 
(Figure 14a), and the average relative value of L2 was less than 
28.3% (Figure 14b).  The average distance between the centers of 
adjacent piles of fertilizer (L5) consistently matched the Tree-Width 
settings (Figure 14c).  The average of L1 was less than 37.3 cm at 
each setting of the Tree-Width (Figure 14d).  When the simulated 
targets are continuous, these results indicate that the system could 
successfully distinguish individual trees from continuous canopies, 
and implement target-oriented fertilization with high location and 
volume controlling accuracy.   
3.3  Field experiments 

In the fatigue test, the fertilization system successfully worked 

for 48 h without interruption.  In the field experiment, the system 
ejected fertilizer 95 times for 92 Chinese Wolfberry trees using all 
of the 50 kg fertilizer.  The average speed manually measured was 
0.41 m/s.  According to the Fertilizer-Volume setting of 600 cm3 
per tree and the bulk density of 0.97 g/cm3, the accuracy of ejected 
fertilizer volume was calculated to be 90.3%.  The bulk density of 
the fertilizer varies according to the object type.  The fertilizer in 
this field experiment (Figure 12) had a poor ability to keep particles.  
Some particles became power due to the vibration of the tractor.  
This led to the difference of the fertilizer bulk density.  In addition, 
when it was closed to the end of the experiment, the fertilizer 
feeder maybe not fully filled with fertilizer.  The system setting 
kept the same as the preset value.  Those are probably the reasons 
why the accuracy of ejected fertilizer volume was lower than the 
results listed in the Table 2.  But the accuracy of 90.3% still meets 
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the requirement.   
The accuracy of target-oriented fertilization was 96.7% 

according to the test result that the system ejected fertilizer 95 

times for 92 Chinese Wolfberry trees.  In the actual orchard with 
intermittent canopies and continuous canopies, the control system 
could accurately distinguish trees based on the CDM method. 

 
 

 
a. The center offset distance at five Tree-Width values b. The relative value of center offset distance at five Tree-Width values 

 
c. The distance between the centers of adjacent piles of fertilizer d. The length of fertilizer at five Tree-Width values 

 

Note: L2 is the center offset distance; L5 is the distance between the centers of adjacent piles of fertilizer. 
Figure 14  Results of the CDM test with simulated continuous canopies 

 

4  Conclusions  

A dual-model method for Wolfberry tree detection was 
proposed.  The method included a Trunk Detection Model (TDM) 
and a Canopy Detection Model (CDM), which can be used to 
detect Wolfberry trees in real-time at the green cluster and mature 
stages, respectively. 

A target-oriented fertilization system was designed based on 
the dual-model method using 1-3 photoelectric sensor(s) on each 
side.  The controller not only could detect orchard trees and read 
the Fertilizer-Volume and Tree-Width settings for target-oriented 
variable rate fertilization, but also could monitor the fertilizer 
dropping and alert the operator when detecting incorrect 
fertilization. 

The laboratory test results showed that the average center 
offset distances on the condition of detecting trunks, continuous 
canopies and discontinuous canopies is 4.1 cm, 9.1 cm and 13.1 cm, 
respectively.  The system could ignore the signals from canes 
when their diameters were less than 16 mm, and also could 
determine the gaps within a tree when they were less than 21 cm.  

The orchard test results showed that the accuracy of 
target-oriented canopy was 96.7% at the mature stage, and the 
accuracy of fertilizer volume was 90.3%.  

The results indicated that the dual-model detection method 
could be used for Wolfberry trees or other trees with similar canopy 
change at different growth stages.  However, uneven distribution 
of the Wolfberry tree canopies might affect the fertilization position 
accuracy and the detection accuracy of the dual-model method was 
affected by Wolfberry tree species, planting patterns, terrain 
difference, climate, etc.  Further research will focus on field tests 
to investigate the influence of orchard tree characteristics on 
detection accuracy. 
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